THE PACIFIC

WITH AX AND FLOW, WITH AX AND FLOW WE HAD

CONQUERED, CONQUERED, HAD CONQUERED A CONTINENT, CONTINENT, CONTINENT,
Poco-a-poco...

Did it matter what we wasted or ex-hausted?

Miners

Lumbermen, fishermen, stockmen, hunters, farmers we—

Lumbermen, fishermen, stockmen, hunters, farmers we—

Lumbermen, fishermen, stockmen, hunters, farmers we—

Lumbermen, fishermen, stockmen, hunters, farmers we—

Hunting...

Sheep
Roco Rall -- (J = c. /20)

Bored, Blasted, Dumped, or Vastated

Havoc Descended Down

Burnt Forest

Naked Hills
Poco Rall

GEORGE MARSH

COSERVING

Poco Rall

\( \text{\( \text{\( d = c.72 \)} \)} \)
Ages for records of man's impact on the earth's dynamics. In 1864 he warned: "Man has too long forgotten that the
EARTH WAS GIVEN HIM FOR USE ONLY; NOT FOR CON-
SUMPTION, STILL LESS FOR PROFLIGATE WASTE... LET US BE WISE IN TIME!

[Music notation]

137 NAGE: TO STOP RUIN, TO SAVE THE NATION, BECAME FOR
HUNDREDS, THOUSANDS, MILLIONS OF AMERICANS, A CAUSE.
MORE AND MORE OF US WROTE, SHOUTED, PLEADED — BOUGHT
WITH OUR OWN FUNDS THREATENED REGIONS, SET UP
SANCTUARIES FOR BIRDS AND BEASTS IN PERIL OF EXTINCTION.
— ENRAGED UNIVERSITIES TO STUDY THE NASCENT SCIENCES
OF LIFE.

TEDDY: URGED NATIONS TO PLAN THEIR GROWTH...

JOHN B. W. OBSERVED: WHEN WE TRY TO PICK OUT ANYTHING BY ITSELF WE
FIND IT HITCHED TO EVERYTHING IN THE UNIVERSE.

A NEW ETHIC WAS BEING BORN: THAT WE, THE LIVING, ARE
NOW AND THROUGHOUT TIME RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT
HAPPENS TO THE EARTH, TO MAN, TO LIFE.
NARR.

FROM COAST TO COAST AMERICANS HEARD OF CONSERVATION AS, "THE GREATEST GOOD FOR THE GREATEST NUMBER IN THE LONG RUN."

STILL, TO MILLIONS OF US, CONSERVATION WAS AN ISSUE VAST, REMOTE. WE DID NOT SEE IT COMING ACROSS THE WOODLOT, PASTURE, CORN FIELD. ...

WE DID NOT SEE IT WHEN, MOVING OUT FOR FRESH AIR, ... INTO WAVE AFTER WAVE OF SUBURBS, WE FOUND OURSELVES STILL FACING WINDOWS ... 

EVEN ON HOLIDAYS WE DID NOT SEE IT WHEN, THINKING THAT IN AUTOMOBILES WE HAD FOUND AT LAST A WAY BACK TO THE SKIES AND SPACES, WE JAMMED THE HIGHWAYS --- BUMPER TO BUMPER. 

F F D E

WE SAW THIS ISSUE, CONSERVATION CLEARER AFTER 1929, WHEN THE HUGE BUBBLE OF EXPANSION BROKE, ( ... )

[RUIN WAS WRITTEN IN THE SKIES:

MEAS. 137 CONT']
WE SAW IT CLEARER STILL WHEN CONGRESS CREATED AGENCY
AFTER AGENCY TO SAVE BOTH LAND AND PEOPLE: (...)
FROM

[145]

150

THESE WE SAW ARISE THE DREAM OF WIDER AND WIDER PLANNING:
NOT FOR ONE FARM ONLY BUT WHOLE REGIONS — NOT FOR ONE
DAM IN A RIVER’S COURSE

150
BUT FOR THE WHOLE WATERSHED — NOT FOR ONE FAST HIGHWAY, NEW PARK,
SLUM CLEARED, SUBURB SET IN GREEN, BUT FOR A WHOLE CITY,

FROM CORE TO PERIPHERY, NOW BY MACHINES, WE ARE
PLANNED AS A PLACE TO LIVE, TORN LOOSE FROM EARTH —

(\text{C. 40})
Too soon, too suddenly surrendered,
the arts, skills, strengths
that were our pride as
man... restless, dis-

soon, too suddenly
consolate, passing in
higher, faster flight...
we course across

soon, too suddenly
this dwindling globe
that once seemed
infinite, hoping to

soon, too suddenly
find some shells of
civilization harbo-
ing still the echoes
of old flutes, passions,
and delights;...

soon, too suddenly
the wild majesty,
beauty, freedom
(j-c.)

through which for a
million years
man grew,

Celesta mp

Too few of us aware that to any beauty we must
come as lovers, not destroyers, come humbly,
softly, to look, listen, learn, to cherish

Fade Out
AND TO SHIELD.

Poco a poco accel' & cresc.,

A-ME-R-I-CANS had walked three thousand miles — three thousand miles to

A-ME-R-I-CANS, had walked three thousand miles — three thousand miles to